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Mechanical unfolding and refolding of proteins: An off-lattice model study
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Using an off-lattice model, we investigate the response of a protein molecule to external stretching and
release. In particular we study the passive force in a protein as a function of the extension of the protein. These
force-extension curves exhibit hysteresis loops, whose areas increase with the pulling rate and decrease with
thermal noise. Most of these results seem to be appropriately described by a cusp catastrophe.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Protein folding and unfolding is one of the most importa
problems in molecular biology. Because of the Geno
Projects, an explosion of information on gene sequences
become available, and there is an urgency in determining
three-dimensional structures of proteins, coded by th
genes. At the microscopic level the dynamics of protein fo
ing and unfolding is governed by intramolecular and int
molecular noncovalent forces, except in the presence of
ulfite bonds. Recent single-molecule experiments show
that it is possible to measure the mechanical respons
single protein domains directly, when it is pulled by an e
ternal force. These experiments are carried out by using
ther atomic force microscopy~AFM! @1–5# or laser tweezers
@6#. In the former type of experiments, a protein polym
tethered to a solid surface is pulled at another part of
polymer by the tip of an AFM lever@1–6#. In the latter type
of experiments two ends of a protein are attached to la
beads, and one bead is then held in an optical trap, while
other bead is pulled by a micropipette@6#. In both cases, one
can measure the passive force developed in a protein w
the molecule is stretched, and the force-extension curves
obtained often exhibit sawtooth patterns@1–5# and hysteretic
behavior for a stretch-and-release cycle@1,2,6#. Furthermore,
experiments using dynamic force spectroscopy show tha
bond strength of a receptor-ligand complex@7# and the resis-
tance of protein molecules to external forcing@6,5# depend
on the loading rate.

Direct measurements of passive forces in single m
ecules find applications in materials and polymer scien
@8,9# as well. For instance, a recent experiment on na
showed that the extraordinary strength of nacre may a
from the protein molecules sandwiched between the in
ganic plates@8#. Single molecule measurements of relat
proteins show that a sawtooth pattern appears in their fo
extension curves as well. This pattern reflects the unu
toughness of nacre, because a large dissipative energy
quired to break materials made of protein domains, held
gether by noncovalent forces.

Single-molecule experiments are, in principle, most s
able for theoretical investigations and numerical simulatio
In the present paper, using an off-lattice model, we study
response of a protein molecule when it is mechanica
stretched and released. This model is built upon on the w
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studied 46-bead Skolnick-Honeycutt-Thirumalai model@10–
14# for b-barrel proteins. For reasons to become clear bel
this model will be called theBPN model. Our objective is to
shed light on the origins of the patterns of the forc
extension curves, the hysteretic behavior, the dissipative
ergy involved, and the role of pulling rate in these curv
Numerical simulations of mechanical unfolding already a
peared in the literature using lattice models@15,16# and all-
atom molecular dynamics simulation@17,3,18,19#. However,
a reduced off-lattice model allows us to investigate a dyna
ics which is more realistic than that of a lattice model. B
focusing on the backbone dynamics, a minimal model l
theBPN model has the advantage over all-atom simulatio
in the fact that we may be able to carry out longer-tim
integration and wider-range exploration in parameter spa
Using such minimal models, Klimov and Thirumalai@20#
were able recently to verify the hypothesis that stretch
unfolding can be understood using only the topology of
native state~for more details, see Sec. V!.

The organization of this paper is as follows: We brie
review some of the features of theBPN model in Sec. II, and
present an extended model, modified for mechanical unfo
ing and refolding, in Sec. III. Results of molecular dynami
calculations of the extended model are presented in Sec
in which we discuss the force-extension curves, hyster
phenomenon, and temperature effects in mechanical unf
ing and refolding. A concluding section follows.

II. BPN MODEL

The mechanical unfolding model that we shall use is
modification of the Skolnick-Honeycutt-Thirumalaib-barrel
bead model@10,11#, which was extensively studied for spon
taneous protein folding@11–16,21–24#. We briefly review
its essential features in this section. This model consists
chain of 46 beads of three different colors, namely, hyd
phobic (B), hydrophilic (P), and neutral (N). The specific
bead sequence isB9N3(PB)4N3B9N3(PB)5P, where B9
denotes a segment made of nine beads of typeB, (PB)4
denotes four sets ofPB pairs, and so forth. The stringsB9 ,
(PB)4, and (PB)5P are meant to mimic the strands of
b-sheet structure, which in this system is a barrel, beca
there are only four strands. Following Nymeyeret al. @14#,
hereafter we refer to this model as theBPN model.

The neutral beads act as very flexible separators to de
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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the four strands of theBPN model. The first strand include
the beads from the first bead to the ninth bead, the sec
strand ranges from the 13th bead to the 20th bead; the
strand from the 24th bead to the 32nd bead, and the
strand from the 36th bead to the 46th bead.

The potential functions and associated parameters are
those of Guo and Thiumalai@12#, except that, instead of
rigid bond length, we assume an harmonic potential betw
any two connected beads, as used by Berryet al. @13#. The
nonbonded interaction between anyB-B pair ~not next to
each other in the sequence!is represented by a Lennard-Jon
potential,

VBB54«h@~s/r !122~s/r !6#, ~2.1!

wherer is the distance between the specific beads,s the unit
of length, and«h the strength of the hydrophobic interactio
The nonbonded potential betweenP-P and P-B pairs has a
form given by

VPa54«P@~s/r !121~s/r !6# ~a5P or B!, ~2.2!

where«P52/3«h . The nonbonded interaction between anN
bead with any other bead takes the form

VNa54«h~s/r !12 ~a5P, B, or N!. ~2.3!

The bond angle among three successive beads is
strained by a harmonic potential written as

V~u!5ku~u2u0!2/2. ~2.4!

The dihedral angle potential, involving four success
beads, is represented by

V~f!5A@11cos~f!#1B@11cos~3f!#, ~2.5!

wheref is the dihedral angle. For all the beads except th
in the loop regions,A5B51.2«h , while for beads in the
loop region, when two or more beads among the four de
ing the dihedral angle are ofN type, we choose smaller va
ues ofA andB, e.g.,A50, andB50.2«h . Guo and Thiru-
malai @21# established, through dynamics calculations, t
two characteristic temperatures exist in thisb-barrel model:
the collapse temperatureTu , at which extended chains co
lapse into compact conformations, and a folding tempera
Tf , at which compact conformations transform into one
an ensemble of native structures. Sheaet al. @23# studied the
dynamic effects of attractive, non-native hydrophobic int
actions, by varying the strength of such interactions a
found that decreasing the strength of such interactions te
to move Tu closer toTf and thus reduces the ratio ofs
5(Tu2Tf)/Tu . In the limit of zero strength of such interac
tions, the 46-bead model becomes a very efficient fold
This result is in agreement with those of Nymeyeret al. @14#,
who studied a Go-like version of the 46-beadb-barrel
model. They observed that in this Go-like modelTu becomes
coincident withTf and the chain folds fast, that is, becom
minimally frustrated. This in turn agrees with the proposal
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Veitshanset al. @25# thats determines the folding rate, and
smallers value corresponds to a larger folding rate. Ber
et al. @13#, on other hand, applied methods of analysis
atomic clusters to theb-barrel model, and discovered tw
low-energy intermediates~the sliding intermediates! in addi-
tion to the native structure, which represents the global m
mum. In addition, they delineated the structures of
saddles that link these ‘‘basin-bottom structures,’’ the int
mediates and the native structure discussed above.

In addition, Guo and Thirumalai~GT! @21# found, through
molecular dynamics simulations that roughly 60%~depend-
ing on the temperature used! of the 85 trajectories run
reaches the native state rather fast, but the rest of the tra
tories seem to be trapped in some misfolded intermedia
They explicitly showed two such examples (B andC inter-
mediates in Ref.@24#, replotted in Fig. 1! of the misfolded
intermediates, which involve extra bends in the backbo
chain. We carried out similar calculations@24#, and found
many intermediate states exist along the folding pathw
@13,21,24#. Together with the results of GT, these can ge
erally be classified into several conformational groups,
schematically represented in Fig. 1@21,24#. One of the ob-
jectives of the present study is to see how the stability a
dynamical roles of these intermediates change in the cas
mechanical forcing.

III. EXTENDED BPN MODEL

To simulate the mechanical unfolding and refolding of
single protein molecule tethered to a solid surface and pu

FIG. 1. The six typical conformation groups that appear dur
unfolding and refolding processes, including five groups of nat
and misfold conformations:A, B, C, D, andE ~as described in Ref.
@24#!. Roughly speaking, the native state~A! consists of four strands
well aligned: first and third strands are parallel to each other,
they are antiparallel to the second and fourth strands. Conforma
groupB differs from groupA in that the first strand curls up. Grou
C differs from groupA by curling up the third strand and groupE
differs from groupA by curling up both the first and third strand
GroupD differs from groupA in that the first and third strands ar
antiparallel to each other, caused by a curling up of the sec
strand. Conformation groupL is similar to the conformation group
A, except that~2,3! and ~1,4! pairs have not come together.
5-2
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MECHANICAL UNFOLDING AND REFOLDING OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 021905
by an AFM tip, we extend theBPN model@11# by including
a substrate surface and an AFM tip to the system. We mo
the substrate surface as a three-dimensional semi-infi
rigid lattice of atoms. Each bead of the protein chain,
principle, interacts with each atom of the surface lattice
we consider an arbitrary bead of theBPN chain, its interac-
tion with atoms of the surface can be approximated b
Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential, similar to Eq.~2.1!. The inte-
grated effects of all the atoms of the surface lattice on
bead is a 3-9 potential given by

VBB5C9~s/z!92C3~s/z!3, ~3.1!

wherez is the vertical distance of this bead measured fr
the surface, andC3 is equal to (4p/9)«hs3 andC955C3. It
turns out that we have to switch off the attractive part
Potential ~3.1!, because otherwise the protein chain wou
quickly fall onto the surface, due to the long-range nature
the attractive part of the potential. The rationale for remo
ing the attractive part comes from the fact that the surf
attractive forces on the beads may be compensated for b
attractive interactions between the residues and the sol
molecules. Furthermore, to prevent the chain, drifting pa
lel to the surface, the tethered end of the bead is bound
fixed point of the surface by a harmonic potential.

To simulate the AFM tip, we add an extra bead to t
other end of the chain and assume that this tip bead is bo
harmonically to the end of the chain.~However, to reduce
high-frequency noise, the force constant is assumed to
only one tenth of that of a covalent bond!. Furthermore, this
tip bead interacts with all other beads in the chain. The
teraction potential is assumed to be exactly the same as t
between two neutral beads@Eq. ~2.3!#.

For the calculations reported below, we carry out mole
lar dynamics~MD! simulations using the velocity Verle
method to solve Hamilton’s equations of motion for t
beads@26,27#. As in Ref.@13#, the masses of all beads are s
to 40 a.u., and the time step of MD is 5 fsec. The MD ru
are done isothermally, with the stochastic algorithm dev
oped by Kast and co-workers@28,29#. The temperature is
defined by the unit of the interaction energy, the well-de
parameter of the Lennard-Jones interaction between hy
phobic beads,«h , which is set to 121 K.

To simulate force-induced unfolding and refolding, w
carry out isothermal MD runs by starting with a force-fr
native structure, and let the protein chain equilibrate a
desired temperature for a period of time. We then let the
bead pull the chain vertically up from the substrate surfac
a constant velocity, and compute the passive force of
chain as a result to this external forcing. In reality, this p
sive force is calculated as the net force acting on the tip b
by all beads of the chain. After the chain is fully extende
we reverse the direction of pulling, that is, downward at
same velocity, to allow the chain to have a chance to ref
After the same duration of pulling time as used for pulli
up, we stop the motion and let the chain equilibrate again
a period of time. During this cycle of pulling up and dow
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we record the passive force of the chain as a function of
vertical distance of the tip to the surface to obtain a for
extension curve.

One should note here that there are more than one way
simulate forced unfolding. For instance, Paci and Karp
@17# performed a calculation of the forced unfolding of
module of titin protein by a biased molecular dynami
simulation. A ratchetlike biased force was applied to the e
to-end coordinate. A steered molecular dynamics simula
was also applied to force-induced unfolding of titin’s d
mains and of other globular proteins@18–20#. Our way of
calculating the force is similar, but not identical, to the lat
approach.

IV. THE FORCE-EXTENSION CURVES: HYSTERESIS
LOOPS AND PHASE DIAGRAM TABLES

Using the extendedBPN model described above, we hav
studied the mechanical unfolding and refolding of protei
This was done by obtaining the force-extension curves
two different configurations: the tail-pulled case and t
head-pulled case. In the tail-pulled case, the first bead
attached to the substrate surface and the 46th bead is pu
In the head-pulled case, the roles of the first and 46th be
are reversed, that is, the 46th bead is attached to the su
and the first bead is pulled. We discuss the results of th
two cases, separately, in the subsections below.

A. Tail-pulled case

To prepare for the initial ‘‘native’’ conformation, we star
with a force-free native conformation, and let the chain of
beads equilibrate at a constant temperature for 2.5 nsec u
the constraint that the first bead is tethered to the surface
the 46th bead is attached to the tip. The system quic
settles down to a nativelike conformation@see the structure a
10 Å of Fig. 5~a!#, which is then used as an initial state fo
the forced unfolding and refolding calculations of this a
following sections.

With the first bead attached to the surface, we pull
46th bead upward at a constant velocity away from the s
face. We observe that the unfolding always takes place w
the fourth strand opening up first. This is reasonable, beca
the fourth strand is least tightly bound to the hydropho
core, comprised of the first and third purely hydrophob
strands bound neatly together. As stated above, at a l
end-to-end separation, we reverse the direction of pull
and pull down the chain for the same duration of time a
observe how the chain refolds when the chain comes b
close to the original end-to-end separation. The system
then allowed to equilibrate for a period of 2.5 nsec. Duri
this loop cycle, we periodically sample the conformation a
record the net force exerted on the tip bead as a functio
the extension, represented by thez component of the tip co-
ordinate.

We have studied the effects of the pulling rate on t
force-extension curve of the extendedBPN model. Some
results of our simulations are plotted in Fig. 2 and summ
rized in Table I. In Fig. 2, we present the force-extensi
curves for several pulling rates~0.36, 0.54, 0.72, and 1.44
5-3
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FIG. 2. The force-extension curve as a function of the pulling rate~P! at a temperature ofT520 K. ~a! P50.36 m/s, ~b! P
50.54 m/s,~c! P50.72 m/s, and~d! P51.44 m/s. Forthis series the first bead is tethered to the solid surface~tail-pulled case!. The unit
of the horizontal axis is Å.
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m/s! at a fixed temperature of 20 K. These pulling rates ar
to 6 orders of magnitude larger than the experimental valu
but are about 2–3 orders of magnitude smaller than th
used in steered MD simulations@18,19#. All the curves in
Fig. 2 are noisy, and show hysteresis. These curves alm
but not quite, form closed curves. Assuming they do, o
results show that the enclosed area of the hysteresis
increases with the pulling rate. The enclosed area meas
the work or the energy dissipated during a pulling cyc
Thus the amount of energy dissipated increases with the p
ing rate. The pulling-up trace shows several peaks, which
missing, in the pulling-down trace. Corresponding dynam
shows that these peaks are due to the resistance of the
to break up the nucleus forming by the first and third stran
We see roughly three peaks, which may correspond to
three sliding intermediates~sliding between the first and
third strands! seen in our previous study@24#. The maximal
heights of these peaks also increase with pulling rate; tha
a protein shows greater resistance to unfolding as the pu
rate increases. A larger dissipated energy and a larger r
tance to unfolding for greater pulling rate are interest
properties of noncovalent bonds in biomolecules, such
proteins, which are related to the strength or toughnes
biomolecules@7#.

We have also studied temperature effects on the fo
extension curve. One obvious effect of increasing tempe
02190
5
s,
se

st,
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ture is that the force-extension curve becomes increasin
noisy, i.e., the magnitude of fluctuations increases. Beca
of these thermal fluctuations, the enclosed area of the a
aged curve of the hysteresis loop shrinks with temperat
and above a certain temperature hysteresis is no longer
cernible. A sequence of plots demonstrating this pheno
enon is given in Fig. 3, where we plot the force-extens
curve at a fixed pulling rate~0.36 m/s! as a function of tem-
perature. Another type of temperature effect is illustrated
the results listed in Table I, where we use symbols of Fig
for intermediates to represent the conformation at the en
a loop cycle. This represents, in some sense, a phase dia
for our system. We start a loop with essentially the sa
initial nativelike conformation. Table I shows how the fin
conformation varies with the control parameters, the pull
rate and temperature. In Table I, symbolA denotes an en-
semble of conformations which are nativelike, and symboL
represents an ensemble of conformations in which stran
and 3 stick together to form one pair and strands 1 an
form another pair. Altogether they form a geometry of t
shape of an upside-downL ~or G). An L-shaped conforma-
tion differs from anA type only in the fact that the~2,3! pair
and ~1,4! pair have not come together. If the~2,3! pair just
comes down close to the surface to form an aggregate
the ~1,4! pair, anL-shaped conformation has a good chan
to become nativelike. Besides the letter symbols represen
5-4
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FIG. 3. The force-extension curve as a function of temperature for the tail-pulled case at a pulling rate ofP50.36 m/s. ~a! T
520 K, ~b! T540 K, ~c! T560 K, and~d! T580 K. The unit of the horizontal axis is Å.
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the final configurations, we also include in the table t
strand number of the strand which opens up first. Tab
shows, as discussed above, that it is always the fourth c
which opens up first in the tail-pulled case. Table I a
shows that at a lower pulling rate the final conformation
theBPN chain tends to be nativelike and, at a higher pulli
rate, it tends to becomeL shaped. At higher temperatur
thermal fluctuations are such that the conformation of
BPN chain jumps between aC conformation and anL or A
conformation.

B. Head-pulled case

In this subsection we discuss results of the head-pu
case, where the 46th bead is attached to the surface, w
the first bead is being pulled. As in Table I, Table II prese
a partial ‘‘phase diagram’’ for the present case. We see
Table II that at a low pulling rate~for example, 0.36 m/s a
20 K!, the fourth strand opens up first; at a large pulling r
~for example, 0.72 m/s or higher at 20 K!, however, the first
strand opens up first. At an intermediate pulling rate, wh
the transition takes place, we may observe cases where
the first and fourth strands open up simultaneously. If
define this rate as the transition pulling rate, we see tha
increases with the temperature, if the temperature is be
80 K. This change of the pathways to unfolding can be ea
understood in terms of the competition between the pull
02190
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rate and the rate of force transmission through the chain
a low pulling rate, the force of pulling is transmitted throug
the more tightly bound core~made up of the first, second
and third strands! to the fourth strand, which is the mos
loosely bound strand, and the fourth strand opens up first
a large pulling rate, on the other hand, there is not eno
time for the force to transmit to the fourth chain, and the fi
strand is pulled apart first. Furthermore, the effect of te
perature is such that thermal agitation makes the origin
loosely bound fourth strand even more loosely bound, a
thus easier to pull apart. However, when temperature
comes too high~80 K or higher!, the first strand become
almost as loosely bound as the fourth strand, thus b
strands open up when the pulling rate is equal to or ab
0.54 m/s.

At a fixed temperature of 20 K, in Fig. 4 we plot a seri
of force-extension curves as a function of pulling rate for t
head-pulled case. As in Fig. 2, this series again show that
dissipated energy increases with the pulling rate and that
force-extension curve opens wider and becomes more n
tive, and thus moves farther away from forming a clos
curve. The curve eventually closes onto itself, when the s
tem is allowed to equilibrate for a period of time. To unde
stand the origin of the large negative force, corresponding
a net upward force on the tip at a greater pulling rate,
examine the dynamics of the pulling cycle in more deta
5-5
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FIG. 4. The force-extension curves as a function of pulling rate atT520 K. ~a! P50.36 m/s,~b! P50.54 m/s,~c! P50.72 m/s,~d!
P51.44 m/s, and~e! P51.80 m/s. For this series the 46th bead is tethered to the solid surface~head-pulled case!. The unit of the
horizontal axis is Å.
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We have found that the extendedBPN model follows differ-
ent refolding paths at different pulling rates. In Fig. 5, w
show sequences of snapshots of conformations at sevez
values for two different cases of pulling rates: low at 0.
m/s and high at 1.44 m/s. In Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively,
we present unfolding and refolding processes at a low p
ing rate of 0.36 m/s, corresponding to the force-extens
curve shown in Fig. 4~a!. We see in Fig. 5~b! that the first
and second strands remain attached while they are pu
down by the tip, and the final conformation of the refoldin
02190
l

l-
n
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process resembles a nativelike structure. However, at a
pulling rate, for example, 1.44 m/s, as shown in Fig. 5~c!, a
resistance~or an upward force on the tip! starts to develop
around 80 Å above the surface and reaches a maxim
around 30 Å above the surface@see the pulling-down half of
Fig. 4~d!#. The dynamic sequence in Fig. 5~c! shows that the
first and second strands are torn apart by the tip beginnin
aroundz580 Å, and achieved aroundZ>40 Å, and the
first and third strands are pulled away from each other~but
not separated! between 30 and 20 Å; the final conformatio
5-6
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MECHANICAL UNFOLDING AND REFOLDING OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 021905
of this process resembles aD-type conformation. Therefore
the large negative force in the pulling-down process at a h
pulling rate is generated by tearing apart the first and sec

FIG. 5. ~a! A sequence of structures in the pulling-up proce
corresponding to the upper curve of Fig. 4~a!. The structures from
left to right are those at around 10, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 Å ab
the solid surface.~b! A sequence of structures in the pulling-dow
process, corresponding to the lower curve of Fig. 4~a!. The struc-
tures from left to right are those at around 80, 40, 20, and 10
above the solid surface.~c! A sequence of structures in the pulling
down process, corresponding to the lower curve of Fig. 4~d!. The
structures from left to right are those at around 80, 60, 40, 30,
and 10 Å above the solid surface.
02190
h
nd

and first and third strands.
As mentioned above in Table II the letter symbolsA, B,

D, E, andL ~defined in Fig. 1 for the intermediates or mi
folds for the force-free protein folding process! denote the
final conformation group that theBPN chain ends up with
after a pulling cycle. This table shows that the final confo
mation for the second type of attachment often assumes
misfold structureD, characterized by a bent second stran
Without an external force, theD-type structure is very un-
stable and can only be reached at temperature higher tha
K @24#. Thus the external force stabilizes theD structure with
reference to the nativelike structure. This may not be
surprising, because in aD structure both ends of the first an
fourth strands can come together and point roughly in
same direction, favored by the pulling-down portion of t
cycle. This is also true for structureA. However, the two
ends point in opposite directions in structuresB andC, which
may explain whyB andC structures rarely appear in Table
~or I! at lower temperature. At temperature of 80 K a
higher, basins of attraction start to merge, we see more
termediates and competition of pathways.

V. DISCUSSIONS

The intrinsic differences in the interaction strengt
among the four strands of thePBN model play a major role
in the various phenomena observed in our mechanical
folding and refolding simulations. As seen in Sec. III A,
the tail-pulled case the unfolding process always starts
opening up the last strand, but this is not always so in
head-pulled case. In the latter case, there is a compet
between either the first or last strand to open up first, depe
ing on the magnitude of the pulling rate. Thus mechani
unfolding and refolding is sensitive to the location of th
AFM tip and to the way that a protein molecule is pulle
Furthermore, external forcing may alter the unfolding pa
way.

Mechanical forcing induces some changes in the poten
energy landscape of proteins. These changes are reflect
the temperature effects on the dynamical behavior of
BPN model. We describe some of these temperature eff
below. At temperatures below 40 K and at a pulling ra
below 0.72 m/s, the up-pulling part of the force-extensi
curves reveals the presence of several peaks in both h

,

e

0,

TABLE I. The process and results of mechanical unfolding a
refolding, with the first bead attached to the substrate surface
pulling the 46th bead at various pulling rates and temperatures.
number in the table indicates which strand opens up first. For
ample, ‘‘4’’ means that the fourth strand opens up first. The lett
represent the basins of conformation groups which the system v
during the refolding process, for example, (L↔C) indicates that
the system moves between the basins ofL andC.

Pulling rates and temperature 20 K 40 K 60 K
0.36 m/s 4→A 4→A 4→A
0.54 m/s 4→A 4→L 4→C→(A↔C)
0.72 m/s 4→L 4→L 4→(L↔C)
1.44 m/s 4→L 4→L→C 4→(L↔C)
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TABLE II. The same as Table I, but with the 46th bead attached to the substrate surface and pull
first bead. The symbol ‘‘114’’ means that the first and fourth strands open up at the same time. Again, le
represent the basins of conformation groups which the system visits during the refolding process,
ample, (E↔D) indicates that the system moves between basins ofE andD.

Pulling rates and temperature 20 K 40 K 60 K 80 K
0.36 m/s 4→A 4→D 4→D 4→D→B→E→C→A
0.54 m/s 114→D 4→B 4→D 114→D→B→E
0.72 m/s 1→D 4→D 4→D 114→D→B→E
1.44 m/s 1→D 1→L 1→L→E 114→L→D→(E↔D)
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and tail-pulled cases. These peaks represent the respon
the folding nucleus, formed by an aggregation of the first a
third strands, to the mechanical force, and originate from
same sliding motion between the first and third strands
served in the force-free folding process@24#. These peaks
disappear at temperatures above 40 K, because the the
fluctuations destroy the integrity of the folding nucleus.
previous study of the force-free case@24# revealed that the
integrity of the folding nucleus is in danger only when tem
perature is above 80 K, much higher than 40 K found in
present case. Table II indicates that the protein underg
rapid conformational changes at 80 K, but this phenome
appears only above 95 K in the force-free case@24#. It seems
natural to attribute the above differences between the for
and unforced cases to force-induced changes in the pote
energy surface of the protein molecule; in particular, it see
that the external force has lowered the energy barriers s
rating stable conformations.

The pulling rate is another factor influencing the way
which a protein molecule explores its energy landscape
low pulling rates, the resistance of the folding nucleus
external force, i.e., the barriers against the sliding mot
between the first and third strands, dominates the pulling
process; however, there is no such resistance observed i
pulling-down process. As the pulling rate increases, the
of transmission of the pulling force through the chain b
comes slower in comparison and the sliding motion is gra
ally replaced by the peeling motion; in this case resistanc
the sliding motion appears in the pulling-down process as
negative passive force observed in the force-extens
curves.

To understand the hysteretic behavior obtained in
simulations, At this point we introduce a simple phenome
logical model of bistability in terms of a cusp catastrop
@30–32#, shown schematically in Fig. 6~a!. If both the upper
and lower branches of the catastrophe are stable and
middle branch is unstable, a cycle of pulling will result in
hysteresis loop, shown in Fig. 6~b!, qualitatively similar to
those seen in Fig. 2. The effect of temperature, on the o
hand, is that we have only a fuzzy hysteresis loop, beca
thermal noise can induce early transitions from the up
branch to the lower branch. The net effect is that the hys
esis loop shrinks as temperature increases, as seen in F
Furthermore, since the hysteresis loop increases with
pulling rateP, the axis perpendicular to theF andz axes of
Fig. 6~a! can be identified as the pulling rate. Therefore
cusp catastrophe seems to be useful in qualitatively des
ing some of the results obtained in our simulation. Fo
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system with several folded domains, it is possible that
have a series of such cusp regions@32#, and the pulling trace
of the force-extension curve will then become sawtoothl
@Fig. 6~c!#, as seen in experiments@1–6#.

The bistability that we discuss above is between a fold
~upper branch! and an unfolded structure~lower branch!. In
reality, we have multistability, because there exist, for
stance, for the present system, several folded struc
groups, as shown in Fig. 1. How these states are interc
nected can be complicated. In these complicated ca
higher-order catastrophes@30,31# are needed for description
However, the picture we suggest here, although incompl
does fit some of the simulated and experimental results

FIG. 6. ~a! A schematic plot of a cusp catastrophe, where fo
F is considered as a function of the extensionz and the pulling rate
P ~b! The hysteresis loop implied by the cusp catastrophe at z
temperature.~c! A case of multiple cusp regions.
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tained so far. It would be interesting to improve upon it a
to find its microscopic foundation.

Analysis of the results of our simulations shows that e
ternal forcing, the pulling rate, and the pulling location
the protein molecule can induce changes in the energy la
scape. These changes in turn result in shifts of the rela
stabilities among intermediates. In a force-induced unfold
and refolding experiment, we explored the dynamical beh
ior of a protein molecule along certain reaction coordinat
which may or may not be a pathway belonging to the for
free system. However, if we can express the dynamical p
erties as functions of the force, we can recover the dynam
behavior of the force-free system in theF→0 limit. In prin-
ciple, we can make use of this fact to investigate the
charted regions of the energy landscape related to the fo
free folding process. Furthermore, we can, in principle,
this information to manipulate the energy landscape to
hance certain binding reactions@33#.

During the time that this article was being revised, a pa
by Klimov and Thirumalai~KT! @20# appeared in the litera
ture, which, among other systems, also investigated
chanical unfolding of theBPN model. There is some overla
between their work and the present one, but there also e
some main differences, which we describe below. A prot
molecule is pulled at both ends by a harmonic force in K
while in our simulations we explicitly consider the intera
tion potential between each bead and atoms of a subs
surface. Furthermore, we represent the AFM tip as an e
bead and the force on this tip is then the force exerted on
AFM cantilever by the protein molecule. Our pulling rat
are about a factor of 2–50 times larger. This effect, plus
relative temperature of the two systems, may explain w
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they see a clear peak, corresponding to the unfolding of
fourth strand, while our force-extension curve seems to sh
only a very broad peak (z;25 Å in the tail-pulled case!,
which is hardly discernible. Finally, we have clearly seen
hysteresis loop generated by the pulling cycle, but suc
phenomenon was not discussed in the work of KT. Th
work is interesting, because they provided strong evide
for the hypothesis that the unfolding pathway is mainly d
termined by the topology of the native structure of protei

VI. CONCLUSION

By varying three control factors, i.e., the pulling rate, t
temperature, and the way in which protein is pulled, we
plored the response of noncovalent forces during mechan
unfolding and refolding of a model protein. Our results ind
cate that both external forcing and the pulling location c
induce modifications of the energy landscape, and thus ca
shifts of the relative stability among intermediates. Duri
the up-pulling process, there are barriers to the unfolding
the backbone due to the disintegration of the nucleation c
No barriers, however, were observed in the pulling-do
process~at a low pulling rate!. The resulting hysteresis re
flects the fact that the unfolding and refolding follow diffe
ent pathways.
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